2014 UFO INVESTIGATORS TRAINING
Held on 20 and 21 September 2014 at Club Burwood, 97 Burwood Road, Burwood
Parking is available at the nearby Wilson car park in George Street. Burwood train station is nearby. Cost
of the course, including the manual, inclinometer, and all food and beverages is $178. You will also receive
a “show bag of goodies” on arrival.
Food option: Unlimited tea and coffee, biscuits and a pastry, lunch of sandwiches and wraps for $14 per
person per day, or $28 for both days. We feel this is a very reasonable offer and it means the food will be
served in our room and there won’t be any delays in service at the café.
SKY WATCH
There will be a sky watch on Saturday night with Barry Taylor, at Prospect Hill from 7.30pm. Barry will
demonstrate techniques and how to identify objects.
Please contact Mariana on phone: (02) 9144 7677, mobile 0422 898 398 or email: sydneyufo@gmail.com
for information and confirmations. Please notify me if you wish to attend and I will send you our bank
details for your payment.
TOPICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

UFOs as a visual phenomenon.
Recording UFOs and related phenomena. Judging size and distance.
UFO research methodologies.
Managing witnesses - setting up an interview. Interviewing skills; writing a report.
Identifying entities.
Field kits and equipment.
Identifying cloud types; temperature inversions.
Managing Experiencers: Abductees: historical human/alien interactions; PTSD; confusion and
cognitive dissonance; the use of hypnosis and reporting abduction experiences.
Sky watches: sky watch equipment - Planisphere; inclinometer (supplied with manual); stars and
planets; light sampling; diffraction gratings; orbs and orb type phenomena.
Southern Hemisphere astronomy.
Analysis of Material - eye witness testimony; environmental factors; IFO’s (Identified Flying
Objects); atmospheric and weather phenomena; fungus circles; verifying video and camera
evidence; assessing alien entities; close sensory information; hoaxer characteristics; earth light
(plasma) phenomena; meteors; fireballs and ball lightning.
Tools and techniques - fieldwork, analysis of material. Ufology in America and report writing.
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SATURDAY 20 September 2014
Arrive by 9.15 am
9.30 - 11 am: Welcome by Bryan Dickeson. Introduction to the Manual. Discussion on show bag contents
and where to get additional tools for field kit; UFOs as a visual phenomenon; UFO research and
methodologies.
11 - 11.30 am: Coffee break
11.30 - 1 pm: Witness management; experiencer management; investigator ethics; identifying flying
objects; UFO entities; tools and techniques; Ishihara’s tests for variation in eyesight; scepticism and
hoaxes.
1 - 2 pm: Lunch
2 - 3.30 pm: Field work - safety; cross contamination; site assessment and sampling.
3.30 - 3.45 pm: Tea break
3.45 - 5.15 pm: Barry Taylor - Becoming aware of UFOs and identifying types during waves and flaps.
NIGHT SKY WATCH 7.30 pm at Prospect Hill, Summer Hill
SUNDAY 21 September 2014
9.30 - 11 am: Barry Taylor: review of night sky watch. Additional analysis of material and techniques. Time
permitting Barry will show some of his own footage.
11- 11.30 am: Coffee break
11.30 - 1 pm: Bryan - analysis, tools and techniques, report writing; weather phenomena; earth light
phenomena; IFOs; verifying camera evidence.
1 - 2 pm: Lunch break
2 - 3.30 pm: Review of material - where to from here. Questions and questionnaire.
3.30 - 3.45pm: Tea break
4 - 5.30 pm: Dominique McNamara from UFOPRSA - demonstration of technical aids, night watch
equipment; detectors, TFMs, Geiger counters.
The Speakers:
Bryan Dickeson
His parents became interested in UFOs in 1954 when he was three years old and he accompanied his
father on field investigations from 1959. They ran their NZ group from 1954 until 1981 (28 years). Bryan’s
father was an aerial photographer in the NZ Air Force during WWII in Fiji and New Zealand and had some
American training in air accident reporting. His mother helped in producing photo-mosaic maps and photo
support for pilots under training.
Bryan has a BSc in Botany and a BA in Chemistry and English (Canterbury University, Christchurch) and a
career mainly as a technical writer producing technical documentation for power station chemical plants,
water treatment plants and (mostly) computer systems (end user documentation for database and
financial systems).
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Bryan, Paul Sowiak-Rudej and Moira McGhee set up UFO Research NSW in 1991. Paul was the first
president and Bryan held that position after him for several years. Bryan and Moira wrote, The Gosford
Files and interviewed hundreds of witnesses.
Barry Taylor
Barry witnessed his first UFO at age 11 but it was not until a close encounter in 1970 that he became
actively involved in UFO research. From 1996 to 1999, while living in Grafton NSW, Barry witnessed
numerous “waves” and “flaps” during both day and night observations, many of which he captured on film.
In 1997, during a period of high UFO activity, his interest developed into full research and video analysis.
Over time, Barry observed many different types of UFOs and developed proven techniques to see them,
resulting in some very close encounters. Barry will share guidelines on how to see UFOs and photograph
them for yourself.
He has been a guest speaker at several UFO conferences and seminars with UFOR NSW and presented his
experiences to a wide audience there. A lifetime of UFO experiences has been published in his book, UFOs
DOWN-UNDER - How to see UFOs and photograph them.
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